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Reflecting a diverse range of musical influences
from funk and disco to electronica and 80s
synth, Stylus highlights the up-and-coming girls
set to become youth style icons thanks to their
alternative and authentic aesthetics and sounds.
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New talent emerging within the music industry is
saturated with young female artists whose style is as
influential as their sound. While many of these musicians
have vastly different styles, their sound often predicating
their look, one era they all reference in some capacity is
the 90s, with grunge and rave culture clearly identifiable
in many of their looks.

Soul and Disco
Spurred on by the renewed success of Nigerian-born
soul songstress Sade after a 10-year hiatus, a string of
new talent is giving the 80s soul-meets-disco sound a
refreshingly contemporary edge.
Sixteen-year-old London school girl Rainy Milo has a
street-driven look that gives her soft, soul voice a youthappropriate spin. Milo has a distinctly postmodern
approach to her look and sound, stating on her official
website: “I’m not original, I am simply a physical
collective of my influences”. Beanies, plaid shirts and
retro branded sportswear make for a current take on the
90s revival.
London girls are leading the way in this genre, with soulsinging south-Londoners Jessie Ware and Lianne La
Havas both receiving critical acclaim for their respective
debut albums this year. La Havas’ look is retro with folk
influences, with the side top-knot being her signature
hair style, while Ware is rarely seen without gold hoop
earrings, favouring black high-neck tops and vintageinspired bustiers for an urban take on 60s glamour.
Over the Atlantic, TheeSatisfaction are Seattle-based
duo Stasia Irons and Catherine Harris-White. Their
vintage aesthetic – with an emphasis on 70s disco
and black female identity – is reflective of their sound,
which draws on soul, jazz, rap and funk. Brooklyn-based
rapper Kilo Kish has a sugary-sweet voice to match her
refreshingly unmanufactured, girlish look, no doubt
partly explained by her degree in textile design from
New York’s Fashion Institute of Technology.
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White-Girl Problems
An influx of white, female, attitude-heavy rappers are
using their music to express feelings about the modern
world and popular culture. Beyond the compulsory
heavy make-up, tattoos and reappropriated designer
garb, these girls are characterising a cultural moment
driven by internet culture and self-expression in the
digital age.
Described by US magazine Vice as a ‘Tumblr-wave
rapper’, Florida-based Kitty Pryde raps about boys, popculture and teen girl problems with a self-referential,
tongue-in-cheek attitude. Pryde – who has the word
Princess tattooed on the inside of her lower lip – has
deliberately chosen not to reveal her age. She is
seen in the video for Okay Cupid wearing biker boots
embellished with rhinestone cupcake motifs while
rapping about a high-school crush.
Recently collaborating with big-name US hip-hop and
RnB artists T.I, B.o.B and Mike Posner on EPs, Australian
rapper Iggy Azealia references American 90s pop icon
Gwen Stefani as one of her influences – a testimonial
easily identifiable through her fair skin, platinum hair
and feisty attitude. American pop star Madonna’s Jean
Paul Gautier look circa 1992 and US singer Jennifer
Lopez’s ‘Jenny from the Bronx’ style can also be cited as
contributing to Azealia’s trashy, provocative look.
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Folk Rock

Haim

British band Mumford and Sons may have had their time
as the new word in folk and indie music, but the genre
is far from taking its final bow. Inspired by the likes of
Fleetwood Mac, Stevie Nicks and the Mamas and Papas,
rising female bands such as Swedish duo First Aid Kit
are providing a new take on the genre by playing on
modernity – think Woodstock meets Coachella, and
Instagram meets Urban Outfitters.

First Aid Kit

Below:

Saint Lou Lou

Haim, an LA-based trio of sisters, are the epitome of
this genre, showcasing laid-back Californian style with
instances of 90s grunge and 70s bohemia reminiscent
of US director Sofia Coppola’s 1999 movie The Virgin
Suicides. Vintage band T-shirts, baseball jackets and
stonewashed denim are integral to their highly covetable
Americana grunge look.
Ethereal sounding with electronic undertones and
dream-like vocals, Swedish-Australian twins Elektra and
Miranda Kilby, otherwise known as Saint Lou Lou, are
already being touted as ones to watch for 2013, while
their relaxed yet sexy look depicted in their promotional
pictures is sure to warrant some sartorial interest too.
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Loud and Proud Rappers
The lightning-speed rise of sassy African-American
Harlemite Azealia Banks to the international rap scene
has offered an interesting view of the current state
of the music industry and a fresh new style icon and
fashion darling. Highly sexualised, with a no-nonsense
attitude, young female rappers like Banks are swearing,
dancing and flaunting their 90s Mickey Mouse jumpers
to an audience hungry for something real beyond rap’s
money-hungry image.
Recently profiled in US Vogue’s 120th anniversary issue
as one of the most influential people in fashion under 45,
19-year-old rapper Dominique Young Unique raps with
outspoken attitude on subjects such as the Afghanistan
war (she lives next door to the MacDill Airforce Base,
Florida) with a sassy, DIY edge. With a love of labels and
sky-high heels and boots, Unique told Californian style
site Refinery 29 she likes “glam stuff” thrown together
with street and sportswear brands like Puma for a 90s
ghetto-fabulous aesthetic.
Precocious UK rapper A*M*E, pronounced Amy, is
reimagining techno 90s pop music with a distinctly
London look that is more retro kitsch than loud-andproud sexy – the essence of which can be likened to
early rave culture and cult 80s TV shows like The Fresh
Prince of Bel Air.

Right (T-B):
Dominique Young
Unique
Azealia Banks
A*M*E
Azealia Banks
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Electro-Synth
Traceable to the 80s electronic sound and lycra-clad
aesthetic of Swedish singer Robyn and British group Niki
& the Dove, new female artists are lacing the infectious
sounds of electro-synth and pop with something dark
and weird. Take South-African band Die Antwoord,
whose penchant for anything alien or darkly humorous
adds spice to a notable new rap-meets-electro sound.

Abover:
Grimes
Below:
Die Antwoord
Charli XCX

Grimes, the 23-year-old Canadian who topped British
music magazine NME’s Ones to Watch for 2012 list,
has a heavily produced, girlish sound with a touch of
the psychedelic to its electronica. Like Die Antwoord’s
Yolandi Visser, Grimes sports a short fringe, often died
a bubblegum pink, and an otherworldly look that draws
on street culture and grunge influences. London singer
Charli XCX is already a favourite of the fashion industry
and east-London club scene, getting noticed for her 90s
Goth-pop style and subsequently performing at fashion
designer Fred Butler’s Autumn/Winter 2012-13 show.
Darkly melancholic and beat-heavy, Swedish songstress
Beatrice Eli rocks punk-grunge styling complete with
nose-ring for a look reminiscent of The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo, while New Zealand singer-songwriter
Kimbra and Swedish DJs and pop duo Icona Pop have an
electro-bohemia quality to their look, reflective of their
upbeat, free-spirited style of music rooted in 90s rave
culture.
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Stylus Summary
An influx of young, female artists in the music industry
are shaking up various genres of music and adding a
precocious, feminist voice to the scene.
Female musicians are sartorially hugely influential
and covetable, particularly for youth consumers, and
the fashion industry is taking particular note of these
burgeoning music stars for their street-honed, authentic
styles.
The 90s revival is massively influential for these
emerging singers and writers, both in terms of sound
and aesthetic, with early rave culture, grunge and oldschool rap dominating in terms of inspiration.
The digital age has allowed self-released artists to
develop a cult following online, but it is now also a
point of reference and subject matter for this internet
generation of girls rehashing retro genres of music.
Homemade and self-styled with an authentic,
accessible edge, these music stars of the future are
also a touchstone for the direction of youth and streetstyle trends – a fact that savvy brands and consumer
publications are already tapping into via editorials, press
content and viral advertising campaigns.
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Client Testimonial:

“I was sceptical when I was first approached by
Stylus, thinking this was just another trend site. But
since we signed up for the resource, I use it every
day because it offers us something that none of the
other services do. It is saving the company money on
travel expenses because so much of the information is
provided in real time.”
LAYLA SHELL
COLOUR & TREND DESIGN, TIMBERLAND

